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The slowdown of the Atlantic meridional overturning circula-
tion (AMOC)1–3 and the accelerated warming of the tropical 
Indian Ocean (TIO)4–6 are two robust features projected for 
anthropogenic greenhouse warming, affecting both regional 
and global climates7,8. Here we use coupled climate simula-
tions to investigate a previously overlooked link between the 
two phenomena. We demonstrate that TIO warming reduces 
rainfall over the tropical Atlantic by strengthening the Walker 
circulation and increasing atmospheric vertical stability. The 
resultant ocean salinity increase intensifies the AMOC as 
salinity anomalies are advected to northern high latitudes. 
In addition, TIO warming enhances westerly winds over the 
subpolar North Atlantic, which helps to maintain the stron-
ger AMOC. A TIO warming of 0.1 °C above the mean warm-
ing of tropical oceans intensifies the AMOC by ~1 Sv, leading 
to a stronger interhemispheric asymmetry and a northward 
shifted ITCZ. Thus, TIO warming could delay the AMOC weak-
ening under greenhouse warming. Indeed, we find that the 
AMOC weakens more strongly or completely collapses if we 
suppress TIO warming under the doubled and quadrupled CO2 
scenarios. Simulations replicating the observed tropical ocean 
warming further confirm this TIO–AMOC link, suggesting that 
the observed TIO warming might be already playing a role in 
sustaining the AMOC.

The tropics influence global climate both directly and indirectly. 
A localized heating of the tropical atmosphere due to convective 
latent heat release can trigger atmospheric waves that propagate 
to the remote tropics and extra-tropics, modulating weather pat-
terns worldwide9,10. The subsequent atmospheric changes may 
affect the underlying ocean and indirectly influence global climate. 
For example, the tropical Pacific can modulate remote regional 
climates through its interactions with the Indian Ocean11 or the 
North Pacific12. Similarly, the North Atlantic is shown to affect 
Pacific/North America climate variability via its impacts on the 
North Pacific13.

Since the mid-twentieth century, the TIO has experienced a pro-
nounced warming trend far exceeding its natural variability4,5,14 as its 
sea surface temperature (SST) increased by over 1 °C, 50–60% more 
than in other tropical basins (Fig. 1). The change is especially strong 
in June–September (Supplementary Fig. 1). The TIO warming has 
been closely tracking the rise of global mean surface temperature 
since the 1880s5,15 (Supplementary Fig. 2). Previous research on the 
TIO warming has focused largely on its regional effects related to 
atmospheric changes8,16,17. Here, we concentrate on its impacts on 
the AMOC and thus global climate.

First, we conducted an idealized simulation with an ocean–atmo-
sphere coupled general circulation model (GCM), the Community 
Earth System Model (CESM), wherein we imposed a nearly  

uniform surface warming of 1 °C onto the TIO region (‘TIO+1C’; 
Methods). Surprisingly, we found that the AMOC strengthened 
by 5 Sv (Sv = 106 m3 s–1), about 30% of its mean strength of 17 Sv, 
after equilibrating for nearly a century (Fig. 2). We conducted 
two other sensitivity experiments doubling the initial TIO warm-
ing (‘TIO+2C’) and cooling TIO (‘TIO–1C’), and found that the 
AMOC response scaled almost linearly with the imposed TIO 
temperature anomaly (Fig. 2). Next, we will analyse the TIO+1C 
experiment in more detail.

Why does the AMOC strengthen in response to the TIO warm-
ing? A warmer Indian ocean enhances precipitation and hence 
latent heat release, inducing a global-scale Gill-type atmospheric 
response with pronounced stationary Rossby and Kelvin waves. The 
latter strengthens the Walker cells in the Pacific and the Atlantic18 
(Supplementary Fig. 3). The Atlantic Walker cell strengthening is 
further amplified by the Bjerknes feedback between zonal winds 
and zonal SST gradient as the eastern and central equatorial Atlantic 
SST cools. The cooling is further amplified by the wind–evapora-
tion–SST feedback associated with cross-equatorial winds19. This 
low tropospheric cooling, together with the upper tropospheric 
warming also induced by the TIO warming, increases atmospheric 
vertical stability in the tropical Atlantic, reducing rainfall (Fig. 3a) 
and generating positive anomalies in surface pressure (Fig. 3b).

The reduced precipitation increases sea surface salinity (SSS), 
particularly over the tropical South Atlantic (Fig. 3c). In several 
decades, these salinity anomalies are transported to the subpolar 
North Atlantic by oceanic meridional circulation (Supplementary 
Fig. 4) further strengthened by the salt–advection feedback20. 
Eventually, surface waters in the subpolar North Atlantic become 
saltier and denser (Fig. 3c,d), enhancing oceanic deep convection 
(Supplementary Fig. 5) and accelerating the AMOC (Fig. 3e). To 
verify this effect, we conducted another simulation (‘TAO+0.5PSU’; 
Methods) wherein a positive SSS anomaly of 0.5 PSU was imposed 
over the tropical South Atlantic to mimic the salt increase in 
TIO+1C, and found that the AMOC indeed strengthened by 3–4 Sv 
after about one century (Fig. 4; Supplementary Figs. 6, 7). Thus, the 
tropical salinity mechanism can explain roughly 70% of the AMOC 
strengthening seen in TIO+1C.

Another mechanism potentially maintaining the stronger 
AMOC is related to remote atmospheric effects of the TIO warm-
ing. The TIO convective heat release induces an extratropical 
atmospheric teleconnection pattern with quasi-stationary atmo-
spheric planetary wave trains propagating poleward and eastward 
(Supplementary Fig. 8). The resultant meridional dipole of surface 
pressure over the North Atlantic implies a strengthening of prevail-
ing surface westerly winds south of Greenland (Fig. 3b), consistent 
with previous modelling studies16. The anomalous surface wester-
lies over the subpolar North Atlantic enhance turbulent latent and 
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sensible heat fluxes into the atmosphere (Supplementary Fig. 9), 
which results in surface buoyancy loss favouring a stronger oceanic 
deep convection and hence a stronger AMOC21,22. During the first 
few decades of integration, this effect appears to be compensated by 
a rainfall increase (adding buoyancy) but becomes more prominent 
at the equilibrium stage when the underlying ocean warms signifi-
cantly (enhancing surface heat fluxes), thus helping to maintain the 
stronger AMOC (Supplementary Fig. 10).

Even though the imposed TIO warming in TIO+1C is nearly 
symmetrical about the Equator, the SST response exhibits a strong 
global interhemispheric asymmetry (Fig. 3a). More heat is trans-
ported northward by the accelerated AMOC, resulting in a warmer 
North Atlantic but a colder South Atlantic. The warming of the 
North Pacific is associated with the weakening of the Aleutian Low 
(Fig. 3b) and is partially related to the North Atlantic warming13. 
On a global scale, the anomalous northward ocean heat trans-
port sustains a generally warmer Northern Hemisphere than the 
Southern Hemisphere, which is balanced by a stronger southward 
atmospheric heat transport23 due to the northward shifted inter-
tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) caused by the interhemispheric 
SST asymmetry (Fig. 3a). Our results imply that a global ITCZ shift 
does not always require a hemispherically asymmetric forcing in the 
extratropics as typically suggested24,25 and could instead originate 
from the deep tropics.

To further confirm the robustness of the TIO–AMOC link, we 
conducted similar experiments within a higher-resolution model 
configuration (Methods) and found a similar climate response 
(Supplementary Figs. 11–13), although the AMOC response is a 
little weaker (Fig. 4). Together with the sensitivity simulations that 
have different magnitudes of the TIO warming (Fig. 2), these results 
confirm that the TIO warming could strengthen the AMOC, which 
has broad climate implications.

Climate models generally agree on the slowdown of the AMOC 
in response to greenhouse warming but disagree on the exact mag-
nitude of the slowdown2,26–28. Our results imply a stabilizing effect 
of the TIO warming on the AMOC intensity under global warm-
ing. To confirm this effect, we conducted two additional coupled 
simulations wherein we abruptly quadrupled the concentration of 
CO2, but in the second simulation we suppressed the TIO warming 
(Methods). In the ordinary CO2 quadrupling experiment (‘4×CO2’), 
an active AMOC persists, albeit substantially weaker than in the 
control state (6 Sv versus 17 Sv; Fig. 2). By contrast, when the TIO 
warming is suppressed (‘4×CO2, TIOclim’), the AMOC nearly 
collapses in about a century with only 1–2 Sv remaining, creat-
ing an enhanced ‘warming hole’ over the subpolar North Atlantic 
(Supplementary Fig. 14). The increase of salinity over the tropical 
and North Atlantic and enhanced surface westerlies over the subpo-
lar North Atlantic imply the same mechanisms as discussed above, 
while details are expected to differ under a warming background 
state (Supplementary Fig. 15; cf. Fig. 3). We repeated this experiment 
but for an abrupt CO2 doubling with similar conclusions (Fig. 4).

These global warming experiments confirm that the TIO–
AMOC link still holds when the background climate gets warmer 
and the mean AMOC weakens. Such stabilizing effect of the TIO 
warming on AMOC slowdown adds another previously overlooked 
factor in determining the AMOC response to greenhouse warm-
ing. Therefore, large uncertainties in the future TIO warming  
in climate models4,6 need to be reduced to constrain the future 
AMOC response.
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Fig. 1 | tIO warming since the mid-twentieth century.  a, Long-term 
trends in annual-mean SST during the period 1950–2015. Hatched areas 
highlight local long-term trends exceeding 0.5 s.d. per decade, where s.d. 
is standard deviation of detrended yearly time series. b, Annual-mean SST 
variations for the TIO averaged over the region between 30° S to 30° N and 
40° E to 100° E (red) and for the global tropical ocean (30° S to 30° N) but 
excluding the TIO (TOelse; black). The reference level of the time series has 
been vertically shifted to have a zero mean during 1950–1959. Linear trends 
are shown with dashed lines. The ERSST v4 data set is used for analysis.
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Fig. 2 | the effect of changing tIO SSt on the AmOC. The evolution of 
AMOC intensity in the pre-industrial control and several perturbation 
experiments: 1 °C TIO warming (TIO+1C), 2 °C TIO warming (TIO+2C), 
1 °C TIO cooling (TIO–1C), quadrupling of CO2 (4×CO2) and quadrupling 
of CO2 but with superimposed climatological TIO SST (4×CO2, TIOclim). 
Perturbations are imposed at time zero and maintained for the duration 
of the experiments. The AMOC intensity is estimated as the maximum 
streamfunction within 500–5,500 m, 28° N to 90° N. An 11-year running 
mean is applied to all the curves. The dots and bars indicate average values 
and interannual variability over the past 50 years, respectively; the latter is 
estimated as standard deviation relative to an 11-year running mean.
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Given that TIO has been continuously warming since the 1950s 
or even earlier, has it been already moderating the AMOC response 
to global warming? Is this moderating effect partially compensated 
by the concurrent warming in the other two tropical basins? We 
designed a coupled simulation (‘TO+OBS’) wherein the observed 
warming is added in all tropical basins while the interannual 
variability of tropical SSTs, particularly over the tropical Pacific 
and Atlantic, is still maintained (Methods). The resultant tropi-
cal SST anomalies correspond to about 66 years of the observed 
trend during 1950–2015 and have an averaged TIO warming of 
about 1 °C (Supplementary Fig. 16), allowing us to make a direct 
comparison with the TIO+1C case. In another sensitivity experi-
ment with the observed warming pattern added only to the TIO 
(‘TIO+OBS’; Methods), we found a comparable AMOC response 
as in the TIO+1C case (Fig. 4; Supplementary Fig. 16), which is 
expected given similar warming magnitudes averaged over the 
TIO. Therefore, next we will compare only the TO+OBS and 
TIO+1C experiments.

In response to the imposed tropical ocean warming, the AMOC 
strengthens by 2.2 Sv, about half of that in TIO+1C with the imposed 
warming only over the TIO (Supplementary Fig. 16). The weaker 
response in the new experiment is explained by the weaker rela-
tive TIO warming with respect to the mean surface warming of all  

tropical oceans (Methods). In TIO+1C, the tropical Pacific also 
becomes warmer (Fig. 3a), and the achieved TIO warming relative 
to the mean SST change across all tropical oceans is about 0.5 °C 
(Fig. 4). But in TO+OBS, the relative TIO warming is smaller, at 
about 0.3 °C (Fig. 4). Furthermore, we find that across our many 
experiments it is the relative TIO warming with respect to the mean 
warming of all tropical oceans that controls the AMOC strength 
(Fig. 4). In other words, if all tropical oceans warmed uniformly, 
there would be little or no effect on the AMOC.

The induced positive surface salinity anomalies over the tropical 
and North Atlantic and westerly wind anomalies over the subpolar 
North Atlantic, also seen in the TIO+1C case, confirm the central 
role of the TIO warming in accelerating the AMOC (Supplementary 
Fig. 16). Note that the simulated SSS changes closely resemble the 
observed trends since the 1950s, including the fresher Indo-Western 
Pacific, the saltier Atlantic, the fresher North Pacific and the fresher 
Southern Ocean29.

Tentative evidence suggests that the AMOC might have already 
been slowing over the recent decades3,27,30. Recent observational 
estimates indicate that since the mid-20th century the AMOC has 
weakened by 3 ± 1 Sv (ref. 31), on the same order of magnitude as the 
compensating effects of the TIO warming on the AMOC we found (that 
is the 2.2 Sv AMOC strengthening generated in the TO+OBS case).  
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In other words, the stabilizing effect of the TIO warming on the 
AMOC slowdown, together with the potential impacts of anthropo-
genic aerosols32,33, may have made the AMOC weakening less pro-
nounced. An accurate quantitative attribution of these effects will 
require further analysis.

Our results have potential implications for reducing com-
mon GCM biases, including a colder than observed Northern 
Hemisphere34 (Supplementary Fig. 17), which in some cases can 
be due to a too weak AMOC simulated by GCMs35. Why do some 
models produce an AMOC weaker than the observed? The persis-
tent cold bias in TIO seen in GCMs can provide a partial explana-
tion. In another sensitivity experiment we imposed a TIO warm 
anomaly that would be sufficient to correct the multi-model cold 
bias over the Indian Ocean (Methods). We find that the AMOC 
strengthens by about 1.5 Sv and the resultant SST warming reduces 
cold bias at mid and high latitudes in the Atlantic and the Pacific 
(Supplementary Fig. 17). This suggests that a part of the global 
SST bias in GCMs can be traced to the Indian Ocean SST bias. 
In contrast, correcting, for example, the tropical Pacific cold bias 
without improving the Indian Ocean might weaken the AMOC in 
those models.

Figure 4 summarizes all the experiments conducted in this study. 
An extremely tight positive correlation is found between the rela-
tive TIO warming and the AMOC strength (r = 0.99) for the simu-
lations with imposed tropical temperature anomalies (filled black 
circles), which also seems to hold for higher-resolution experiments 
with a stronger AMOC and for CO2 doubling and quadrupling  

simulations with suppressed TIO warming (Methods). Thus, our 
study highlights the important role that the Indian Ocean plays in 
the global climate system and raises the need for future research of 
the previously overlooked TIO–AMOC link as part of global tele-
connections. Monitoring and simulating correctly the state of TIO 
is therefore critical for understanding not only regional climate 
variations in Asia and Africa but also global climate change of the 
past and future.
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methods
Observational data sets. For SST, we use National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature 
(ERSST) v4 provided by NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL) 
Physical Sciences Division (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data). For global 
surface temperatures, we use Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) Surface 
Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP) with a 1,200 km smoothing36. Anomalies are 
computed with respect to the 30-year climatology during 1951–1980.

General circulation model. In this study, we use a climate GCM developed by the 
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), CESM37 version 1.0.6 with 
a T31_g37 resolution (corresponding to roughly 4° for the atmosphere, and 4° of 
longitude and 2° of latitude for the ocean, with latitudinal resolution increasing 
to 0.5° near the Equator and in high latitudes). In addition, we have conducted 
sensitivity tests using a higher-resolution CESM configuration f19_g16 (with a 
horizontal resolution of about 2° for the atmosphere and 1° of longitude and 0.5° 
of latitude for the ocean), and the results were generally similar. It is important that 
the two model configurations have different mean AMOC strengths: 17 and 24 Sv, 
respectively. This can be compared to about 18 Sv estimated from ocean reanalysis 
data sets for 1960–200738 and 17 Sv at 26.5° N from the Rapid Climate Change 
programme (RAPID) observations for 2004–201728.

Coupled climate simulations. Here we summarize the main simulations 
conducted in this study. All the simulations are integrated for 200 years, and the 
past 50 years are averaged to obtain a quasi-equilibrated climate mean state, unless 
mentioned differently. The pre-industrial control case is used as the reference 
simulation. In ‘TIO+1C’, we restore the tropical Indian Ocean SST to a seasonally 
varying climatology warmer than in the pre-industrial control run by about 1 °C. 
Similarly, sensitivity simulations ‘TIO+2C’ and ‘TIO–1C’ imply a TIO warming of 
2 °C and cooling of 1 °C, respectively. These four experiments demonstrate that the 
TIO warming strengthens the AMOC and that the AMOC response scales almost 
linearly with the imposed TIO temperature anomaly.

In ‘4×CO2’, we abruptly increase CO2 concentration by a factor of 4. In ‘4×CO2, 
TIOclim’, we abruptly quadruple the CO2 level but maintain the pre-industrial SST 
climatology in the tropical Indian Ocean. Similarly, we conducted another two 
simulations, ‘2×CO2’ and ‘2×CO2, TIOclim’, but for an abrupt doubling of CO2. In 
‘TIO-BIAS’, we impose a warm-temperature anomaly in the tropical Indian Ocean 
that would compensate the multi-model mean cold SST bias found in 34 CMIP5 
models. In all such simulations wherein we impose temperature anomalies, we 
restore SST in the tropical Indian Ocean (30° S to 30° N, 40° E to 100° E, with a 5° 
outer buffering zone) to a target temperature with a relaxation timescale of 10 days. 
In ‘TAO+0.5PSU’, we impose a positive salinity anomaly (~0.5 PSU) in the tropical 
Atlantic Ocean (25° S to 5° N, with a 5° outer buffering zone) using a similar 
restoring technique but for salinity.

To further test our conclusions, we conduct two sensitivity simulations by 
repeating the pre-industrial control run and TIO+1C within a higher-resolution 
model configuration (f19_g16).

Finally, we explore the potential effects of the observed ocean warming since 
the 1950s across the entire tropics by conducting two coupled simulations. First, 
we restore tropical SST within 30° S to 30° N (again, with a 5° outer buffering zone) 
towards a seasonally varying target temperature that is equal to the pre-industrial 
control climatology plus the observed warming anomaly whose magnitude is 
equivalent to 66 years of the long-term trend during 1950–2015. The simulation is 
integrated for 100 years, and then we estimate the averaged restoring heat flux for 
each month over the past 80 years. Next, we apply this seasonally varying heat flux 

to another coupled simulation (‘TO+OBS’). The resultant climate has a warmer 
tropical SST than the pre-industrial control climate and closely resembles the 
observations of the past decades. The main advantage of imposing the observed 
SST anomalies through heat fluxes, rather than through restoring as done at the 
first step, is that the interannual variability of tropical SSTs, particularly in the 
tropical Pacific and Atlantic, is not damped. This is not a big concern when we 
restore temperature in the Indian Ocean because the TIO interannual variability 
is relatively small compared with that in the other two tropical ocean basins and is 
almost an order of magnitude smaller than the observed TIO warming since the 
1950s (Fig. 1).

We applied the same two-step modelling technique and conducted a similar 
simulation, ‘TIO+OBS’, but with the observed warming applied only to the 
tropical Indian Ocean. The AMOC response has a similar magnitude as our main 
simulation, TIO+1C (Supplementary Fig. 16). This is expected because the TIO 
warming magnitude is similar in the two cases, 0.91 °C for TIO+OBS and 0.96 °C 
for TIO+1C, when averaged within 25° S to 25° N, 45° E to 95° E, during the past 50 
years of integration.

For Fig. 4, the relative TIO SST is defined as the mean tropical Indian Ocean 
SST (30° S to 30° N, 40° E to 100° E) minus mean SST for all tropical oceans (30° S 
to 30° N), following ref. 39.

CMIP5 model bias analysis. We examined SST biases in 34 climate models from 
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) available at https://
cmip.llnl.gov/cmip5. We chose the 1900–2005 interval in historical simulations 
and compared it with the NOAA ERSST v4 data set. The 34 climate models are 
ACCESS1-0, ACCESS1-3, CanESM2, CCSM4, CMCC-CESM, CMCC-CM, 
CMCC-CMS, CNRM-CM5, CNRM-CM5-2, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, GFDL-CM3, 
GFDL-ESM2G, GFDL-ESM2M, GISS-E2-H, GISS-E2-H-CC, GISS-E2-R, GISS-
E2-R-CC, HadCM3, HadGEM2-AO, HadGEM2-ES, inmcm4, IPSL-CM5A-LR, 
IPSL-CM5A-MR, IPSL-CM5B-LR, MIROC5, MIROC-ESM, MIROC-ESM-
CHEM, MPI-ESM-LR, MPI-ESM-MR, MPI-ESM-P, MRI-CGCM3, MRI-ESM1, 
NorESM1-M, NorESM1-ME.

Data availability
The NOAA ERSST v4 data set is available at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/
data. The data that support the findings of this study are available from the 
corresponding author upon request.

Code availability
We used the NCAR Command Language (NCL)40 for all the analyses and figures in 
this study, which is available from https://doi.org/10.5065/D6WD3XH5.
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